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Slogans and Sayings
Posted by Mesayin - 11 Feb 2016 21:03
_____________________________________

There is an idea that I read from Rabbi Noach Weinberg ZATZA"L to keep saying slogans to
yourself, it's a short message that is easy to remember.

Of course this is already an old idea, there are tzadikim of the past who have made a bunch of
slogans.

Also, a slogan is just a short message of a long thing you have already learnt, if it is just a nice
message with no meaning to the one that is saying it, then it will just fly away from the mind like
a fleeting shadow.

So if anyone has any good slogans and saying, do us a favor and post them here, these things
are extremely useful.

Let us begin with one that is tzigepahst for GYE:

"No situation can be bad enough that a little lusting won't make it even worse". - Page 14 of the
GYE handbook, bsheim SA

========================================================================
====

Re: Slogans and Sayings
Posted by cordnoy - 11 Feb 2016 22:27
_____________________________________

Today! Damnit! Today!

(Spell check didn't help moish)
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========================================================================
====

Re: Slogans and Sayings
Posted by Mesayin - 15 Feb 2016 20:46
_____________________________________

"We are all products of our past, but we don't need to be prisoners to it" 

========================================================================
====

Re: Slogans and Sayings
Posted by Mesayin - 15 Feb 2016 20:47
_____________________________________

"I pray not for a lighter burden, but for stronger shoulders"

========================================================================
====

Re: Slogans and Sayings
Posted by Mesayin - 15 Feb 2016 20:48
_____________________________________

"Success is not a destination"

 

========================================================================
====

Re: Slogans and Sayings
Posted by Mesayin - 15 Feb 2016 20:49
_____________________________________

"If you keep doing what you are doing, you'll keep getting what you get"
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========================================================================
====

Re: Slogans and Sayings
Posted by Mesayin - 15 Feb 2016 20:50
_____________________________________

"I don't want to be sober, I don't need to be sober, I MUST be sober"

 

========================================================================
====

Re: Slogans and Sayings
Posted by Mesayin - 15 Feb 2016 20:51
_____________________________________

"Yiddishkeit is beautiful!"

 

========================================================================
====

Re: Slogans and Sayings
Posted by Mesayin - 15 Feb 2016 20:53
_____________________________________

"The yetzer harah constantly has his sword above your neck ready to sever your head, and if
you don't feel that, then it means he has already severed it" - Kotzker rebbe ZT"L
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========================================================================
====

Re: Slogans and Sayings
Posted by markz - 16 Feb 2016 04:00
_____________________________________

A

========================================================================
====

Re: Slogans and Sayings
Posted by Mesayin - 16 Feb 2016 20:59
_____________________________________

"The only thing in the world I was sent down here to change is me"

========================================================================
====

Re: Slogans and Sayings
Posted by Mesayin - 16 Feb 2016 20:59
_____________________________________

"You know you are rich if you have things that money can't buy"

 

========================================================================
====

Re: Slogans and Sayings
Posted by Josephsbrother - 17 Feb 2016 12:59
_____________________________________

Mesayin wrote on Unknown:
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"If you keep doing what you are doing, you'll keep getting what you get" 

This is true of the negative, and I M glad it is true of the positive too.

 

========================================================================
====

Re: Slogans and Sayings
Posted by Josephsbrother - 17 Feb 2016 13:06
_____________________________________

Mesayin wrote on Unknown:

"The only thing in the world I was sent down here to change is me"  

It sure seems like that we need a lot of changing, and yet in the world of matter One gave us,
 He also wanted us to keep and make abundance the things that matter, so He gave us
dominion so we could be in His image, so may I never again only live in an imaginary world of
matter.

 

========================================================================
====

Re: Slogans and Sayings
Posted by Mesayin - 17 Feb 2016 21:08
_____________________________________

"It's my job to push the boulder, it's Hashem's job to move it"
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